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We apply variational principles from statistical physics and the Landau theory of phase transitions
to multicomponent alloys using the multiple-scattering theory of Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR)
and the coherent potential approximation (CPA). This theory is a multicomponent generalization of
the S(2) theory of binary alloys developed by G. M. Stocks, J. B. Staunton, D. D. Johnson and others.
It is highly relevant to the chemical phase stability of high-entropy alloys as it predicts the kind
and size of finite-temperature chemical fluctuations. In doing so it includes effects of rearranging
charge and other electronics due to changing site occupancies. When chemical fluctuations grow
without bound an absolute instability occurs and a second-order order-disorder phase transition may
be inferred. The S(2) theory is predicated on the fluctuation-dissipation theorem; thus we derive
the linear response of the CPA medium to perturbations in site-dependent chemical potentials in
great detail. The theory lends itself to a natural interpretation in terms of competing effects:
entropy driving disorder and favorable pair interactions driving atomic ordering. To further clarify
interpretation we present results for representative ternary alloys CuAgAu, NiPdPt, RhPdAg, and
CoNiCu within a frozen charge (or band-only) approximation. These results include the so-called
Onsager mean field correction that extends the temperature range for which the theory is valid.
I. INTRODUCTION
Conventional alloys, like steel and aluminum-based al-
loys, are composed of one or two base metals and trace
additions to stabilize the structure and tune the material
properties. In contrast, high-entropy alloys (HEAs) are
disordered alloys with five or more base metals.1–4 Exam-
ples include first-row transition metals in simple FCC or
BCC phases, e.g. CrMnFeCoNi. HEAs have been found
with specific strength, corrosion resistance, and wear re-
sistance that is comparable to, or exceeds that of, conven-
tional alloys. From a scientific standpoint they represent
a vast uncharted space of possible alloys. To date there
is limited phase data available for ternary alloys and al-
most none for quaternary or higher. Computation opens
the potential for rapidly exploring this material space for
capturing trends in properties. In particular we would
like to know whether a possible HEA is stable at room-
temperature. In this article we examine the stability of
multi-component alloys to chemical fluctuations. To do
so we properly generalize and interpret the S(2) theory
developed for binary alloys.5–7 This theory addresses the
stability of multicomponent alloys by calculating the free
energy change as a result of an infinitesimal change in the
site average occupancies of the components. The free-
energy change includes not only entropic effects but also
electronic effects from rearranging charge and changing
electronic structure. The inclusion of all charge effects
in the multicomponent case goes beyond what has been
presented in the past8,9 and more recently.10,11 We show
a reciprocal connection between the free energy change
and the derived short-range atomic order. We interpret
our results results as a competition of entropy terms driv-
ing disorder and favorable pair energetics driving atomic
ordering.
Before proceeding, we contrast the S(2) theory with
two well-known methods for predicting metallic phase
transitions: cluster expansions and CALPHAD. Clus-
ter expansions12,13 are based on expanding the energy
of an alloy configuration using nearest-neighbor lattice
clusters. Each term consists of an unspecified prefactor
and the product of “spin variables” for sites within a
cluster. The spin variable at a site reflects the atomic
species occupying that site. The final energy is the sum
of such terms over all permitted clusters. As is evident,
this method has many free parameters that must be fit
to either experimental data or the density-functional the-
ory (DFT) energetics of specific configurations. Any-
where from 30-50 DFT energies of ordered compounds
are needed to achieve a reliable fit. In addition, con-
siderable care is required in choosing which clusters to
permit and which ordered compounds to fit to. Other-
wise over-fitting or poor reproduction of low-energy con-
figurations occurs. But with a reliable fit the complete
phase diagram may be assessed using Monte Carlo sim-
ulation. The other technique, CALPHAD,14,15 is based
on large databases of experimental data available for or-
dered compounds. It predicts the Gibbs free energy of
mixed phases using linear mixing (of Gibbs energy at end
compounds), point entropy, and correction (or “excess”)
terms. The correction terms are fit to be as consistent
with the known experimental and/or DFT data as possi-
ble. By minimizing the Gibbs free energy it can also be
used to predict a complete phase diagram.
In contrast to the above techniques we are here pri-
marly considered with assessing the phase stability of
very many HEAs. This is a single phase which presents
itself only near the center of a multicomponent phase
diagram. This is where the least experimental data is
available and where extrapolation of data from binaries
is of questionable validity. In addition, to enable high-
throughput methods, a technique that requires limited
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) High-temperature fully disordered state of a hypothetical one-dimensional equiatomic alloy ‘ABC’
with unspecified atomic interactions. The filling at each site represents an ensemble average of the occupancy by atoms of
type A (red cross hatch), B (blue grid), and C (green north east lines). We are concerned with the free-energy change on
imposing an infinitesimal, site-dependent variation in these average occupancies (i.e. concentrations) (b) A finite variation
in site concentrations establishing partial to full ordering. This variation may be viewed as the sum of two concentration
waves: c(x) = [1/3, 1/3, 1/3] + η([−1/2−√3i/2,−1/2 +√3i/2, 1]ei2pix/3a + c.c.) for components A, B, C respectively and
lattice constant a.
guidance is needed. The S(2) theory is a self-contained
DFT theory; requiring only lattice constant and choice of
structure. Most HEAs, in fact, present themselves in sim-
ple close-packed structures: FCC, BCC, and HCP. The
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR)16 method along with
the coherent potential approximation (CPA)16,17 is ide-
ally suited to this case.
In the first four sections we give an overview of Lan-
dau theory, KKR-CPA, and mean-field theory within the
context of multicomponent alloys. In the next four we
discuss the details of the S(2) theory; including mapping
to an effective pair interaction model, calculating the
kind and size of chemical fluctuations, interpreting the
possible modes of chemical polarization, and discussing
the equations that give the complete linear response of
the disordered alloy. After this we discuss the Onsager
mean-field correction that restores certain sum rules of
the short-range order parameter. We also describe a the-
oretical simplification that freezes all charge effects (the
band-only approximation). Lastly, as an example, we
apply the theory within the band-only approximation to
equiatomic alloys CuAgAu, NiPdPt, RhPdAg, and CoN-
iCu.
II. LANDAU THEORY
The phase of an alloy is specified once the temperature,
pressure, and concentration of each component metal is
known. Alternatively, we may choose to fix the alloy lat-
tice constant and hence volume. We take the latter view
throughout. In substitutional alloys the lattice structure
is fixed and only atomic occupancies vary. In intersti-
tial alloys additional atoms may occupy the interstices.
These may also be treated as substitutional alloys if in-
terstice positions are included in the lattice and if va-
cancies are considered as if a component atom. At high
temperatures entropy dictates component atoms have no
site preference. As the temperature is lowered this site
symmetry is broken and either partial or full site order-
ing is established. The Landau theory seeks to predict
these site preferences by minimizing the Helmholtz free
energy.
For definiteness consider a crystal with Bravais lat-
tice {Ri}, basis {h1, h2, . . . , hp}, and atomic components
{α1, α2, . . . , αn} at N Bravais sites. We restrict our-
selves to the case where all site positions {Ri + ha}
are crystallographically equivalent. Later we will fur-
ther restrict this to a Bravais lattice without basis. Let
ξiα ∈ {0, 1} indicate the occupancy of an α atom at com-
posite site index i = (i, a). Then {ξiα} briefly repre-
sents a specific configuration. Now imagine an ensemble
of configurations in which we restrict 〈ξiα〉 = ciα and∑
i ciα/N = cα. Here 〈·〉 refers to an ensemble average.
These constraints permit one to continuously vary site
occupancies {ciα} while preserving the known, total con-
centrations {cα1 , cα2 , . . . , cαn}. The probability distribu-
tion P [{ξiα}] for this ensemble is determined by minimiz-
ing the Helmholtz free energy F = 〈U〉 − T 〈S〉 subject
to the aforementioned constraints. It is not known a pri-
ori and will in general permit second and higher order
correlations among site occupancies ξiα. Relaxing the
constraint 〈ξiα〉 = ciα gives the physically realized Boltz-
mann distribution. By definition 1 = 〈∑α ξiα〉 = ∑α ciα.
This allows us to restrict the independent variables to the
subset {ciα1,ciα2, . . . , ciα(n−1)}. We then speak of the αn
atom as a host species. Results cannot, of course, de-
pend on the choice of host atom. As mentioned, at high
T the site concentrations ciα = cα are site-independent
and known. But, at some reduced Tc, partial or full or-
dering is established. If ciα(T ) varies smoothly through
Tc then the transition is second order. In a first-order
transition a discontinuity occurs in ciα(T ).
The Landau theory is a series expansion of the free
energy as an analytic function of order parameters that
characterize the phase transition. In this case F is be-
ing considered a functional of site-concentrations {ciα =
cα + δciα}.18 The perturbation amplitudes {δciα} vanish
3in the high T phase. Thus they are long-range order pa- rameters. Performing a Taylor expansion of this F about
the high T reference state gives
F [{ci1,ci2, . . . , ci(n−1)}] =F [{cα}] +
∑′
iα
∂F
∂ciα
∣∣∣∣
{cα}
δciα +
1
2
∑′
iα;jβ
∂F
∂ciα∂cjβ
∣∣∣∣
{cα}
δciαδcjβ + · · ·
where the prime on summations means the αn (host) in-
dex should be omitted. As all sites are equivalent in the
reference state, ∂F/∂ciα|{cα} must be independent of site
position i. And clearly
∑
i δciα = 0 to conserve total con-
centrations. Taken together this implies the first order
term vanishes. Because the reference state has trans-
lational symmetry, it is preferable to use Fourier trans-
formed components δcaα(k) (see Appendix A for defini-
tion of lattice Fourier transforms). The wave vector k is
confined to the first Brillouin zone in all such transforms.
Then
δF [{caα(k)}] =
1
2
∑′
aα;bβ
∑
k
δcaα(k)
∗F (2)(k)aα;bβδcbβ(k) + · · · (1)
for suitably defined F (2)(k)aα;bβ → F(2)(k). The diago-
nalization in k-space of the second order term is a conse-
quence of translational symmetry. As long as F(2)(k) is
a positive definite matrix (i.e. all positive eigenvalues),
the system is stable to infinitesimal fluctuations from the
high T reference state. A second order phase transition
occurs when the minimum in free energy expanded about
the homogenuous reference bifurcates along some mode
k0 and its star. This can only occur if both the second
and third order terms for this star of wave vectors van-
ishes at Tc. The mode k0 and temperature Tc is fixed by
zeroing the lowest eigenvalue: mink,σ λσ[F(2)(k, Tc)] = 0.
Here λσ(M) stands for the σ
th eigenvalue of matrix M .
This determines the partial ordering established (k0) and
temperature at which it occurs (Tc). To ensure the tran-
sition is indeed second order a selection rule is needed for
the third order term
1
3!
∑′
aα;bβ;cγ
∑
k1k2k3
F (3)(k1, k2, k3)aα;bβ;cγ×
δcaα(k1)δcbβ(k2)δccγ(k3).
By translational symmetry F (3)(k1, k2, k3) vanishes un-
less k1 + k2 + k3 = K is a reciprocal lattice vector. Thus
a second order transition generally only occurs when
k1 + k2 + k3 6= K for any vectors {ki} within the star
of k0.
18–20 If the third-order term does not vanish then
a first-order transition may take place at some higher
temperature. In either case, the vanishing of the second-
order term marks an absolute instability point.
We will also take advantage of the grand canonical en-
semble throughout much of this article. In this case the
relevant thermodynamic potential is the grand potential
as a function of chemical potentials νiα for atoms of type
α at site index i. We can write the grand potential as
Ω(T, {νiα}) = − 1
β
log
∑
{ξiα}
e−β(Ωel[{ξiα}]−
∑
iα νiαξiα)
(2)
where the electronic grand potential Ωel[{ξiα}] isolates
the electronic degrees of freedom and β is inverse tem-
perature. The above expression should make clear the
site-dependent chemical potentials may undergo a gauge
transform νiα → νiα + γi without changing the probabil-
ities P [{ξiα}]. We use this freedom to set νin = 0 (for
brevity νiαn → νin). Note that there is a reciprocal rela-
tionship between site-concentrations {ci1,ci2, . . . , ci(n−1)}
and chemical potentials {νi1, νi2, . . . , νi(n−1)} via
〈ξiα〉[{νi1, νi2, . . . , νi(n−1)}] = ciα. Thus we may al-
ternatively seek to minimize Ω(T, {ciα}) relative to
{ciα} with unspecified {νiα} subject to the constraint∑
i ciα/N = cα. We may then perform the same
perturbative expansion in site concentrations as for the
Helmholtz F .
III. VARIATIONAL GRAND POTENTIAL
It remains to determine an explicit form for the grand
potential Ω(T, {ciα}). In principle Ωel[{ξiα}] of Eq. (2)
can be computed for a supercell within the context of
DFT. However this is near the limit of computational
tractability. The first simplification that can be made
is to consider the distribution P [{ξiα}] to be a pertur-
bation from an uncorrelated distribution P0[{ξiα}] =∏
i P0(ξiα). Here P0[ξi1, ξi2, . . . , ξin] = c¯iα if ξiα = 1.
The bar notation c¯iα is a reminder that the uncorrelated
distribution is arbitrary at this stage. If H0 is the mean-
field Hamiltonian that gives rise to the uncorrelated dis-
tribution P0[{ξiα}], then a first-order expansion of Eq. (2)
4from this reference state is
Ω(T, {νiα})
=− 1
β
log
∑
{ξiα}
e−β(Ωel−H0)−β(H0−
∑
iα νiαξiα)
≈− 1
β
log
∑
{ξiα}
(1− β(Ωel −H0)) e−β(H0−
∑
iα νiαξiα)
≈ Ω0 + 〈Ωel −H0〉0 ≡ Ω(1) (3)
where the logarithm has been expanded to first order in
β(Ωel−H0) and 〈·〉0 means ensemble average with respect
to the uncorrelated distribution. We emphasize that this
expansion is most valid for small β and/or weakly corre-
lated systems. The entropy of the uncorrelated reference
state is easily known and we explicitly write
Ω(1)[{νiα}, {c¯iα}]
= −TS0 −
∑′
iα
νiαN0,iα + 〈Ωel〉0[{c¯iα}]
= β−1
∑
iα
c¯iα log c¯iα −
∑′
iα
νiαc¯iα + 〈Ωel〉0[{c¯iα}],
(4)
where as before νin = 0. By the Gibbs-Bogoliubov-
Feynman inequality,21 Ω(1) is in fact a variational
upper bound on Ω. Minimizing with respect to
{c¯i1, . . . , c¯i(n−1)} gives the optimal uncorrelated reference
system. That is
0 =
∂Ω(1)
∂c¯iα
= β−1 log
c¯iα
c¯in
− νiα + ∂〈Ωel〉0
∂c¯iα
. (5)
This equation establishes a reciprocal relationship be-
tween {c¯i1, . . . , c¯i(n−1)} and {νi1, . . . , νi(n−1)}. It effec-
tively pins each uncorrelated reference system to a cor-
responding physical system and vice-versa depending on
〈Ωel〉0. A perturbative Landau analysis on Ω(1)[{c¯iα}]
precedes as before. Also note that c¯iα = 〈ξiα〉0 and
ciα = 〈ξiα〉 need not coincide for given {νiα}. While the
above relation for Ω ≈ Ω(1) is more explicit than before,
it remains to determine
〈Ωel〉0 =
∑
{ξiα}
∏
i
P0(ξiα)Ωel[{ξiα}].
Note 〈Ωel〉0 has no explicit dependence on chemical po-
tentials {νiα}. While the ensemble average is now uncor-
related, it still contains the intractable factor Ωel[{ξiα}].
We now consider the computation of this term from first-
principles electronic structure theory.
IV. MULTIPLE SCATTERING THEORY
To evaluate 〈Ωel〉0 a framework is needed to solve the
electronic structure problem and to effectively perform
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Results for a toy one-dimensional bi-
nary alloy consisting of twelve sites with periodic boundary
conditions. Atoms are of kind A or B and the units of energy
are arbitrary. Nearest neighbor A-A pair energy is 5.0 and
second nearest-neighbor A-A pair energy is 2.0. All other
pair interactions are zero. (a) Exact and variational grand
potential for fixed concentration 0.5. The exact answer is
calculated from a grand canonical weighted sum over all 212
configurations. Note that the variational upper bound be-
comes loose at large β. (b) Exact and variational Helmholtz
free energy versus concentration of A atoms for β = 0.2 (lower
curves) and β = 2.0 (upper curves). The variational bound
becomes tight in the ordered limits c→ 0 and c→ 1.
the ensemble average. Here the intention is to solve the
electronic structure using DFT and the multiple scatter-
ing technique. The advantage of the multiple-scattering
(or KKR) technique22,23 is that it provides a generaliza-
tion for approximating the ensemble averages. This is
based on the CPA and described in the next section. We
briefly mention the key notions and equations of multiple-
scattering without derivation. This will provide a start-
ing point for the linear response theory outlined later.
Density functional theory maps the many-electron
problem to that of a single electron traveling in a ef-
fective crystal potential V (r). The V (r) is the average
Coloumb field of the nuclei and electrons plus an ad-
ditional tem Vxc(r) that compensates for exchange and
correlation effects. It is nominally a full functional of the
electron-density. In the local-density approximation this
5dependence is reduced to Vxc(r) = f(ρ(r)) where f(ρ)
is a univariate function. Many choices are available for
Vxc(r) and any of them is equally suitable for our pur-
poses.
Multiple-scattering theory solves the reduced one-
electron Schro¨dinger equation by giving a procedure for
calculating the Greens function G(E; r, r′) ≡ 〈r|(E −
H)−1|r′〉. It is based on a partitioning of real space into
volumes Vi about each site. This naturally defines a set
of non-overlapping potentials Vi(r) = V (r) for r ∈ Vi and
Vi(r) = 0 otherwise. The procedure for G then proceeds
in two steps:
Step 1 . For each site i and composite angular mo-
mentum index L = (`,m) the Schro¨dinger equation
(−∇2 + Vi(r))ψ = Eψ is solved for two linearly indepen-
dent solutions φiL(E; r) and JiL(E; r). These are defined
by boundary conditions
lim
r→0
φiL(E; r)→ j`(
√
Er)Y`m(r)
lim
r/∈Vi
JiL(E; r)→ j`(
√
Er)Y`m(r)
for spherical bessel jl(r) and spherical harmonic Y`m(r).
The Jost function φiL(E; r) is transformed to the more
useful ZiL(E; r) =
∑
L′ φiL′(E; r)(αit
−1
i )L′L using matri-
ces αi;LL′(E) and ti;LL′(E) to be defined presently. Both
ZiL(E; r) and JiL(E; r) play a key role in the theory.
Occasionally we also have need for the regular scattering
solution; self-consistently defined as
RiL(E; r) = j`(
√
Er)Y`m(r)+ˆ
dr′G0(E, r, r′)Vi(r′)RiL(E; r′) (6)
where G0(E, r, r
′) is the well-known free-particle Green
function. From this we can also define a so-called alpha
matrix αi;LL′ via RiL(E; r)→
∑
L′ j`′(
√
Er)YL′(r)αi;L′L
as r → 0. The alpha matrix will be used in Lloyd’s
formula, to be described later.
In addition to these wave solutions, the on-shell scat-
tering T (E) operator for each potential Vi(r) is needed.
The definition and computation of the T operator follows
from conventional scattering theory.24 We calculate this
operator in a basis of j`(
√
Er)Y`m(r), writing ti;LL′(E).
When Vi(r) is a spherical scatterer and the site scat-
tering phase shifts δi`(E) are known, then ti;LL′(E) =
−δ``′eiδi`(E) sin δi`(E)/
√
E for Kronecker delta δ``′ . It is
not however necessary that Vi(r) be spherical. In general,
ti;LL′(E) =
ˆ
drj`(
√
Er)Y`m(r)Vi(r)RiL′(E; r). (7)
Lastly the ti matrices are concatenated along the diag-
onal of a supermatrix tiL;jL′(E) = δijti;LL′(E). This su-
permatrix has combined row (column) index (i, L). 
Step 2 . The independent, site-centered solutions are
stitched together by calculating the so-called scattering
path operator (SPO) supermatrix
τiL;jL′= [t
−1 −G0]−1iL;jL′ . (8)
The structure constants G0;iL;jL′(E) are a priori known
given lattice site positions {Ri = Ri + ha}.22 They are
independent of the crystal potential V (r). Since we con-
sider the lattice fixed we may take the structure constants
for granted. The interpretation of the SPO element τij is
it gives the analog of the T matrix that connects incom-
ing waves on site j to outgoing waves on site i. Finally,
G(E; r, r′) =
∑
LL′
ZiL(E; r)τiL;jL′(E)ZjL′(E; r
′)
− δij
∑
L
ZiL(E; r<)JiL(E; r>) (9)
for r ∈ Vi and r′ ∈ Vj and r< = min(r −Ri, r′ −Ri) and
r> = max(r −Ri, r′ −Ri). 
Using the Greens function it is easy to compute the
electron density ρ(r) and density of states n(E) as a post-
processing step. These are
ρ(r) =− 1
pi
lim
→0
Im
ˆ
f(E − µ)G(E + i; r, r)dE (10)
n(E) =− 1
pi
lim
→0
Im
ˆ
f(E − µ)G(E + i; r, r)dr
for Fermi-Dirac function f(E−µ). The electronic poten-
tial µ is fixed to ensure an overall charge-neutral system.
It is at this stage that finite-temperatures enter the elec-
tronic formalism. The choice of a numerical grid of ener-
gies {Ei} for evaluating the above densities dictates the
energies that need to be considered in the above process.
If a potential VHart.(r) is solved via the Poisson equation
∇2VHart.(r) = −eρ(r); then the previous procedure can
be repeated until Vout(r) := VHart.(r) + Vxc.(r) = Vin(r).
This establishes a self-consistent potential. Using ρ(r)
and V (r) it is possible to write an expression for the
grand potential Ωel. We do this in the next section when
we simultaneously consider how to simulate the 〈·〉0 en-
semble averaging.
V. COHERENT POTENTIAL
APPROXIMATION
The coherent potential approximation (CPA)17 is a
mean-field technique for addressing the ensemble average
in 〈Ωel〉0. To accomodate disorder, the single potential
Vi(r) at each site i is replaced by the set of potentials
{Viα(r)}. This in turn leads to a series of associated
T matrices {tiα(E)}. To continue, the CPA seeks an
optimal mean-field medium of scatterers {tic(E)} (c for
CPA) that coherently accounts for the average scatter-
ing properties of {tiα}. As per multiple-scattering the-
ory, this optimal mean-field medium has corresponding
SPO τ ciL;jL′= [t
−1
c −G0]−1iL;jL′ . Now consider the same
mean-field medium {tic} but with embedded impurity
atom α at site i0. In this case we make the site sub-
stitution ti0αiL;jL′ = δijδii0tiα;LL′ + δij(1 − δii0)tic;LL′ . Its
corresponding SPO is τ i0α = [(ti0α)−1 −G0]−1. Using
6Eq. (9) we can also construct an associated Greens func-
tion Gi0α(E, r, r′). To fix the medium {tic(E)} the CPA
makes the physically sensible constraint that
τ cii =
∑
α
c¯iατ
iα
ii (11)
at every site i for ensemble provided site concentrations
c¯iα = 〈ξiα〉0. This condition states that performing an
SPO averaging over impurities at a given site restores
the mean-field SPO. It could also be reformulated as an
averaging over Greens functions if desired. Given τ iα we
can define site-dependent electron densities ρiα(r) and
density of states niα(E) via Eq. (10) with G = G
iα. It
remains how to determine Viα,out(r). This has been con-
sidered in detail by Johnson et al.25 and is given by
Viα(r) = Vxc(ρiα(r)) + e
2
ˆ
Vi
dr′
ρiα(r
′)− Zαδ(r′)
|r − r′|
+ e2
∑
j6=i
ˆ
Vj
dr′
ρj(r
′)− Z¯jδ(r′)
|r +Ri −Rj − r′| (12)
where Zα is the atomic number of atom α, and ρi(r) =∑
α c¯iαρiα(r) and Z¯i =
∑
α c¯iαZα are site averages. The
second and third terms represent the intra- and inter-
site Coloumb interactions respectively. Using this pre-
scription one can take Viα,out(r) → Viα,in(r) until self-
consistency is achieved.
For convenience we here define CPA related quantities
that are used extensively in expressions to follow,
∆iα = t
−1
iα − t−1ic (13)
Diα = [1 + τ
c
ii∆iα]
−1 = ∆−1iα Xiα (14)
D¯iα = [1 + ∆iατ
c
ii]
−1 = Xiα∆−1iα . (15)
The electronic grand potential is related to the to-
tal number of electrons by the thermodynamic relation
∂Ω/∂µ = −N . The average integrated density of states
〈N(E)〉0 is approximated within the CPA by Lloyd’s for-
mula26
Nc(E) = N0(E) +
1
pi
Im
{
log||τ c||+
∑
iµ
c¯iµ(log ||αiµt−1iµ || − log ||D¯−1iµ ||)
}
(16)
where N0(E) is the free-electron integrated density of
states and the αiµ matrix is defined in Section IV. The
determinant ||τ c|| is over composite indices (i, L) while re-
maining determinants are over indices L only. The Lloyd
formula obeys a variational property δNc/δt
−1
ic = 0 when
varying mean-field medium {tic} away from the CPA so-
lution while holding potentials {Viα(r)} fixed. Notably,
this formula is the multiple scattering generalization of
the Friedel sum rule.
Performing a series of integrations and non-trivial sub-
stitutions on ∂Ω/∂µ = −N, one obtains an expression for
the grand potential. Johnson et al.25 have derived
Ωc =
{
−
ˆ
dE f(E − µ)Nc(E)−
∑
iα
c¯iα
ˆ
Vi
drρiα(r)Viα(r)
}
+
{∑
iα
c¯iα
ˆ
Vi
dr ρiα(r)xc(ρiα(r)) +
e2
2
∑
iα
c¯iα
ˆ
Vi
dr
ˆ
Vi
dr′
1
|r − r′| [ρiα(r)ρiα(r
′)− 2Zαδ(r)ρiα(r′)]
+
e2
2
∑
i6=j
∑
αβ
c¯iαc¯jβ
ˆ
Vi
dr
ˆ
Vj
dr′
1
|r +Ri −Rj − r′| [ρiα(r)ρjβ(r
′)− 2Zαδ(r)ρjβ(r′) + Zαδ(r)Zβδ(r′)]
}
. (17)
The univariate function xc(ρ) will depend on the
choice of exchange-correlation functional. It can be
shown that the first term in braces is the band con-
tribution and the remaining term is double-counting
corrections. An important property Ωc satisfies is
δΩc/δρiα(r) = 0 for all ρiα(r) at fixed {c¯iα}. There-
fore it satisfies a variational principle much in the spirit
of finite-temperature DFT as described by Mermin for
ordered systems.27 The above Ωc provides the explicit
description for 〈Ωel〉0 needed to evaluate Ω(1).
VI. EFFECTIVE PAIR INTERACTION
Considerable effort must be expended to evaluate 〈Ωel.〉
in a first-principles framework. We see in this section how
the resulting theory can be mapped to an effective pair
interaction model. These effective pair potentials are ide-
7ally suited for Monte Carlo simulation. This circumvents
the need for Landau theory and in-principle enables us to
anticipate both first and second-order transitions. Recall
the Landau theory as we have applied it only computes an
absolute instability of the high-temperature state. There-
fore the Landau based theory is best suited for second-
order transitions.
Key to this section is that the expansion in Eq. (4) will
be unaffected if we substitute some 〈Heff〉0 that mim-
ics 〈Ωel.〉0. In particular we desire δ〈Heff〉0[{c¯iα}] =
δ〈Ωel.〉0[{c¯iα}] for allowed {c¯iα}. In this case Eq. (4)
may be identified as the grand potential of a system with
uncorrelated probability distribution P0[{ξiα}] and total
energy U = 〈Heff〉0. Suppose we make the ansatz that a
given configuration {ξiα} has effective energies
H˜eff[{ξiα}] =
∑
iα;jβ
V˜iα;jβξiαξjβ (18)
Heff[{ξiα}] =
∑′
iα;jβ
Viα;jβξiαξjβ . (19)
Recall a prime on a summation omits the αn index. We
take the above pair interaction parameters to be sym-
metric, that is Viα;jβ = Viβ;jα etc. Eq. (18) assumes a
host-invariant picture and assigns pair energy V˜iα;jβ be-
tween atom α at site i and atom β at j. V˜iα;jβ is an
n × n matrix in component indices. On the other hand
Eq. (19) considers Viα;jβ as the energy of exciting pairs
from a host medium of αn atoms. In this case Viα;jβ is
an (n-1)× (n-1) matrix. Again, our key requirement is
for Eqs. (18)-(19) to be valid substitutions in Eq. (4).
Therefore we demand δ〈Heff〉0 = δ〈H˜eff〉0 = δ〈Ωel.〉0 for
allowed site-concentration variations. Thus
δ〈Heff〉0 =
∑′
iα;jβ
Viα;jβ(δc¯iαc¯β + c¯αδc¯jβ + δc¯iαδc¯jβ)
=
∑′
iα;jβ
Viα;jβδc¯iαδc¯jβ =
∑
iα;jβ
V˜iα;jβδc¯iαδc¯jβ (20)
when expanding about the high-temperature disordered
state. The first-order terms vanish due to transla-
tional invariance and
∑
i δc¯iα = 0 for allowed variations.
Eq. (20) relates the two pair parameters by
Viα;jβ = V˜iα;jβ + V˜in;jn − V˜in;jβ − V˜iα;jn. (21)
The reverse transform from Viα;jβ → V˜iα;jβ is not un-
ambiguously defined. In fact, we may gauge transform
V˜iα;jβ → V˜iα;jβ + φαφβ for any mean-field term φα with-
out affecting the expansion in Eq. (20). We fix this gauge
momentarily. By comparison to Eq. (4) we can make the
convenient identification
Viα;jβ = ∂
2〈Ωel〉0/∂c¯jβ∂c¯iα
∣∣∣∣
c¯in dependent
=: −S(2)iα;jβ (22)
V˜iα;jβ = ∂
2〈Ωel〉0/∂c¯jβ∂c¯iα
∣∣∣∣
c¯in independent
=: −S˜(2)iα;jβ
(23)
In Eq. (22) the last concentration c¯in is considered de-
pendent on the others via
∑
α c¯iα = 1. In Eq. (23) this
constraint is dropped and the derivative is only defined in
a formal sense. The superscript “(2)” is conventional and
denotes a second derivative. We shall see in Section XI
that S˜
(2)
iα;jβ obeys the sum rule∑
α
c¯iαS˜
(2)
iα;jβ = 0 (24)
for all i; jβ. This permits us to fix the gauge on V˜iα;jβ
and define a reverse map Viα;jβ → V˜iα;jβ . This is
V˜in;jn =
∑′
αβ
c¯iαc¯jαViα;jβ
V˜in;jβ = V˜in;jn −
∑′
α
c¯iαViα;jβ
V˜iα;jβ = Viα;jβ − V˜in;jn + V˜in;jβ + V˜in;jα.
It will be convenient to convert between host-dependent
and host-invariant interaction pictures as needed.
VII. CHEMICAL FLUCTUATIONS
The diffuse scattering intensity in alloy diffraction ex-
periments is directly proportional to a sum over second-
order correlations among site occupancies. We define
short-range order
Ψiα;jβ := 〈ξiαξjβ〉 − 〈ξiα〉〈ξjβ〉. (25)
From Eq. (2) it is easy to see −∂Ω/∂νiα = 〈ξiα〉 = ciα
and −∂2Ω/∂νjβ∂νiα = ∂ciα/∂νjβ = βΨiα;jβ . It is also
easy to see
∑
α Ψiα;jβ = 0. Therefore this is a singular
n×n matrix for given i, j. Now the relation between site
concentrations {ciα} and site chemical potentials {νiα}
is unknown. Instead we can relate optimal variational
parameters {c¯iα} to {νiα} via Eq. (5). This allows us to
estimate Ψiα;jβ via
Ψ¯iα;jβ := β
−1∂c¯iα/∂νjβ . (26)
The bar notation is a reminder that this is an approxima-
tion. Because
∑
α c¯iα = 1, it also satisfies
∑
α Ψ¯iα;jβ = 0.
Nevertheless, Ψ¯iα;jβ is not guaranteed to satisfy all the
sum rules Ψiα;jβ does. For instance the site-diagonal
piece Ψiα;iβ = 〈ξiαδαβ〉 − 〈ξiα〉〈ξiα〉 = ciαδαβ − ciαciβ .
This need not be true for Ψ¯iα;jβ . We discuss how to
restore this site-diagonal sum rule in Section X. By dif-
ferentiating Eq. (5) with respect to cjβ while holding re-
maining {ci1, . . . ci(n−1)} fixed, we find
0 =β−1δij(
δαβ
c¯iα
+
1
c¯in
)− ∂νiα
∂c¯jβ
+
∂2〈Ωel〉0
∂c¯jβ∂c¯iα
0 =β−1(C−1αβδij − Ψ¯−1iα;jβ)− S(2)iα;jβ . (27)
8where we used the definition in Eq. (22) and also define
Cαβ := c¯α(δαβ − c¯β) (28)
C−1αβ := (δαβ/c¯α + 1/c¯n)
C˜−1αβ := δαβ/c¯α.
The host terms arise because cin = cin[ci1, . . . , ci(n−1)]
is a function of the other n − 1 on-site concentrations.
Note that Ψ¯−1iα;jβ is defined as the inverse of the upper-
left (n-1)×(n-1) block (in component indices) of Ψ¯iα;jβ .
Eq. (27) relates the approximate short-range order Ψ¯ to
electronics of the CPA medium through matrix S
(2)
iα;jβ .
This relationship is formally similar to the short-range
order expression derived in a Gorsky-Bragg-Williams28
model with pair interactions Viα;jβ substituted by S
(2)
iα;jβ .
Again, we see it is possible to interpret S
(2)
iα;jβ as an effec-
tive pairwise interaction.
If we use Eq. (5) we can set Ω(1)[{νiα}, {c¯iα}] →
Ω(1)[{c¯iα}] as a function of site concentrations {c¯iα} only.
Performing a second order expansion then gives
δΩ(1) =
1
2
∑′
iα;jβ
δc¯iα
β−1Ψ¯−1iα;jβ −∑′
kγ
c¯kγ
∂2νkγ
∂c¯jβ∂c¯iα
 δc¯jβ + · · · .
(29)
This expression gives the change in grand potential by
indirectly varying the physical system through a varia-
tion of the corresponding, pinned uncorrelated reference
medium (c.f. Eq. (5)). The second term in brackets ac-
counts for changing chemical potentials {νiα} as {c¯iα}
varies. This term would be absent if we instead held
{νiα} fixed and independent of {c¯iα}. By independently
setting {c¯iα} and allowing νiα = νiα[{c¯iα}] to vary, we are
in effect working in the canonical ensemble. The canoni-
cal ensemble fixes {ciα} and allows fluctuations in {νiα}.
The reverse is true in the grand canonical ensemble. In
the thermodynamic limit these fluctuations are assumed
not to play an important role. Based on these expecta-
tions we ignore the fluctuations in ∂νkγ/∂c¯iα∂c¯jβ as in-
significant to the relevant physics. Thus, we drop the
second term in Eq. (29) and identify δΩ(1) = δF (1). In
that case we find the physical system is unstable to in-
finitesimal fluctuations when Ψ¯−1iα;jβ is no longer positive
definite. If we Fourier transform we have to second order
δF (1)
=
1
2
∑
k
∑′
aα;bβ
δc¯aα(k)
∗
[
β−1Ψ¯−1aα;bβ(k)
]
δc¯bβ(k)
=
1
2
∑
k
∑′
aα;bβ
δc¯aα(k)
∗
[
(βC)−1αβδab − S(2)aα;bβ(k)
]
δc¯bβ(k)
=
1
2
∑
k
∑
aα;bβ
δc¯aα(k)
∗
[
(βC˜)−1αβδab − S˜(2)aα;bβ(k)
]
δc¯bβ(k).
(30)
Note that the third line implies a sum over all compo-
nents and uses only host-invariant parameters. Similar
to Eq. (4) the variational free energy is
F (1) = −TS + U = β−1
∑
iα
c¯iα log c¯iα + 〈Ωel.〉0. (31)
From Eq. (31) we identify (βC˜)−1αβ = δαβ/c¯α as the en-
tropy cost of a variation. Similarly, we identify S˜
(2)
aα;bβ(k)
as the energy cost of pair creation. Further, Eq. (30) im-
plies the cost of a fluctuation along mode k is inversely
proportional to short-range order parameter Ψ¯aα;bβ(k).
This is intuitively satisfying as the short-range order pa-
rameter is a measure of the tendency of atoms to cluster.
Lastly, we infer an absolute instability point at mode
k0 when matrix β
−1Ψ¯−1aα;bβ(k0) has its lowest eigenvalue
pass through zero. We discuss the interpretation of these
eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the multicomponent case
in the next section.
VIII. CHEMICAL POLARIZATIONS
The set of variables (δc¯a1(k), . . . , δc¯an(k)) for given
wave-vector k and unit cell basis position ‘a’ form coordi-
nates in a concentration space. For simplicity we consider
a monatomic basis and drop latin index ‘a’. The ori-
gin δc¯α(k) = 0 corresponds to the fully disordered high-
temperature state. From this reference state we only
allows coordinate moves that preserve
∑
α δc¯α(k) = 0.
This confines us to a subspace that preserves the total
component concentrations. Throughout this article we
have frequently chosen to work with the n-1 indepen-
dent variables {δc¯1(k), . . . , δc¯(n−1)(k)}. In this frame-
work, (βC)−1αβ and S
(2)
αβ (k) of Eq. (30) are (n-1)×(n-1)
matrices with respect to component indices. One diffi-
culty with this point of view is that diagonalizing such
quantities in the subspace (δc¯1(k), . . . , δc¯(n−1)(k)) as-
sumes the metric ||δc¯||2 = ∑′α δc¯α(k)2 (n.b. prime).
This is a host-dependent metric and leads to eigenval-
ues and eigenvectors that are only meaningful in this
frame of reference (c.f. Fig. 3). On the other hand,
the most canonical metric over concentration space is
||δc¯||2 = ∑α δc¯α(k)2 (no prime) as it is host-invariant
and a good gauge of the total size of a fluctuation. (As
a point of contrast we note that Singh et al.10 choose a
host-invariant metric by considering {δc¯1(k), . . . , δc¯n(k)}
to be the n barycentric coordinates of an (n-1)-simplex
embedded in a (n-1)-dimensional Cartesian space. This is
motivated by a preference to work in the coordinate space
of the Gibbs triangle or its higher dimensional variants.)
Thus our scheme is to diagonalize the n × n matrices
(βC˜)−1αβ and S˜
(2)
αβ (k) (n.b. tilde) over the complete space
(δc¯1(k), . . . , δc¯n(k)). This uses host-invariant coefficients
and metric. However it permits eigenvectors that do not
preserve
∑
α δc¯α(k) = 0 because of the unconstrained di-
agonalization. To constrain the diagonalization we first
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Variations in concentration space of a
three-component alloy with hypothetical δF (1) contours (solid
red) centered about the origin δc¯ = (0, 0, 0) (red dot). The
contours have a contrived symmetry so that every vector
within the subspace δc¯α1 + δc¯α2 + δc¯α3 = 0 is an eigenvec-
tor. One orthogonal pair of eigenvectors is shown (centered
arrows). The projection of contours and this pair of eigen-
vectors onto the subspace spanned by (δc¯α1 , δc¯α2 , 0) is shown
below (dashed blue). The inset shows a top-down view of pro-
jected contours and eigenvectors. Key here is that projected
eigenvectors do not align with projected contours. Therefore
care must be taken to define eigenvectors in an unambiguous
and consistent manner.
perform a norm-conserving change of variables to isolate
the non-physical degree of freedom. Thus we define a
new set of variables δηα(k) =
∑
β Oαβδc¯β(k) where
O =

1/
√
2 (1 -1 0 0 0 · · · 0)
1/
√
6 (1 1 -2 0 0 · · · 0)
1/
√
12 (1 1 1 -3 0 · · · 0)
...
...
...
1/
√
n(n−1) (1 1 1 1 1 · · · 1−n)
1/
√
n (1 1 1 1 1 · · · 1)

is an orthogonal transform (i.e. OOT = 1). It is easy to
see by inspection that the rows of O form an orthonormal
set. The last row isolates the frozen degree of freedom
δηn(k) =
∑
α δc¯α(k)/
√
n = 0. In this new system of
variables
S˜
(2)
αβ (k)→
∑
µν
OαµS˜
(2)
µν (k)O
T
νβ =: S˘
(2)
αβ (k)
(βC˜)−1αβ →
∑
µν
Oαµ(βC˜)
−1
µνO
T
νβ =: (βC˘)
−1
αβ .
In terms of which the free-energy of Eq. (30) is
δF (1) =
1
2
∑
k
∑
αβ
δηα(k)
∗
[
(βC˘)−1αβ − S˘(2)αβ (k)
]
δηβ(k). (32)
To restrict the diagonalization to the relevant subspace
we replace S˘
(2)
αn (k) = S˘
(2)
nα (k) = (βC˘)−1nα = (βC˘)
−1
αn = 0
for all α. These matrix coefficients are irrelevant since
δηn(k) = 0 always. On finding the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues in the δη variables we may always transform
back using δc¯α(k) =
∑
β O
T
αβδηβ(k). There are n-1 eigen-
vectors but each eigenvector has n components on includ-
ing δηn(k) = 0. We may then write
δF (1) =
1
2
∑
ks
λs(k)〈δes(k)|δc¯(k)〉2 (33)
for eigenvalues λs(k), eigenvectors δes(k), and concentra-
tion space inner product 〈v|w〉 := ∑α v∗αwα. Eigenvalue
λs(k) is the energy cost for a concentration wave δes(k)
with magnitude
∑
α δes;α(k)
2 = 〈δes(k)|δes(k)〉 = 1. All
eigenvectors satisfy
∑
α δes;α(k) = 0. This reflects the
sum of concentrations being preserved for each mode.
Finally, eigenvectors are “orthogonal” to each other, i.e.
〈δes(k)|δet(k)〉 = δst. At high temperatures (βC˘)−1αβ
dominants Eq. (32). In this case eigenvectors point in di-
rections of maximum entropy increase and the electronics
of the alloy are not relevant. At low temperatures S˘
(2)
αβ
dominates. In this case eigenvectors point in directions
of favorable atomic ordering as based on the electronics.
IX. LINEAR RESPONSE
One way to compute approximate atomic correlations
Ψ¯ is by working out the linear response and then com-
puting the ratio Ψ¯iα;jβ = β
−1δc¯iα/δνjβ . Therefore in
this section we seek to determine the linear response of
the homogenous CPA medium on applying infinitesimal
variations {δνiα}. We also find S(2) as byproduct of this
procedure via Eq. (27).
Before proceeding we note the CPA solution is self-
consistently constructed out of many interconnected
quantities; including site chemical potentials {νiα}, site
concentrations {c¯iα}, site charge densities {ρiα}, site po-
tentials {Viα}, site scattering matrices {tiα}, site CPA
scattering matrices {tic}, and CPA scattering path oper-
ator τc. All these quantities are ultimately determined
by external site chemical potentials {νiα}. However it is
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simpler to find only the variational relationship between
those quantities that are directly coupled. This leads to a
ring of coupled equations that together determine the to-
tal variation of the CPA medium. This staged approach
also helps to organize and interpret the mathematics.
The key variations needed are Eq. (11) to establish
variation of CPA medium tic; Eq. (12) for variation of
site potential Viα; Eq. (10) for variation of charge den-
sity ρiα; and Eq. (17) for variation of the electronic grand
potential. The variation of each of these requires a con-
certed effort and is relegated to appendices. Here we
define needed quantities and give the final coupled equa-
tions.
There are a few simplifications made in the course of
solving the mathematics. First, we only consider a Bra-
vais lattice without basis. Therefore i → i in what fol-
lows. Indeed, many high-entropy alloys are either of the
FCC or BCC type. Second, the charge-density response
δρiα(r) is expanded in terms of an orthonormal basis
fn(r) of functions. These satisfy
´
fn(r)dr = δn1 and
f1(r) = 1. Legendre polynomials may be used to fit this
requirement. This basis expansion reduces the related de-
grees of freedom from the number of points along a grid
(∼ 1000) to a small number of basis coefficients (∼ 5). It
also discretizes the charge density associated volume in-
tegrals. Any superscripts n,m will refer to indices in this
basis. Context will distinguish these indices from num-
ber of components n. Explicitly, we define the charge
response
Φniα;jβ =
δ
δνjβ
ˆ
drρiα(r)fn(r)dr. (34)
Take care to note this is a rectangular matrix of dimen-
sions nc × (nc − 1) for an nc component alloy. Third, we
make the approximation |r + Ri − Rj − r′| → |Ri − Rj |
when appropriate (c.f. Eq. (17)). This is equivalent to
keeping only leading monopole terms for Coulomb inter-
actions between pairs of cells. It permits us to work in
terms of site charges
Qiα :=
ˆ
V0
dr[ρiα(r)− Zαδ(r)], (35)
polarization Pi :=
∑
α c¯iαQiα, and Fourier transform
M(k) :=
∑
i 6=0
e2
Ri
e−k·Ri (36)
of the lattice electrostatic pair interaction.
We now define site relevant quantities using Fermi-
Dirac function f(−µ), site impurity Green function Gα,
site regular solution Zα;L(r), and basis functions fn(r):
Amnα :=−
1
pi
ˆ
d f(− µ) Im
ˆ
V0
dr
ˆ
V0
dr′fm(r)Gα(; r, r′)×[
dVxc
dρ
(ρα(r
′))fn(r′) +
(ˆ
V0
dr′′
e2
|r′ − r′′|fn(r
′′)
)]
Gα(; r
′, r) (37)
Bmα :=−
1
pi
ˆ
d f(− µ) Im
ˆ
V0
dr
ˆ
V0
dr′fm(r)Gα(; r, r′)Gα(; r′, r) (38)
Fnα;LL′ :=−
ˆ
V0
drZα;L(r)Zα;L′(r)fn(r) (39)
Unα;LL′ :=−
ˆ
V0
drZα;L(r)Zα;L′(r)
{
dVxc
dρ
(ρα(r))fn(r) +
(ˆ
V0
dr′
e2
|r − r′|fn(r
′)
)}
. (40)
The lack of site indices i follows from the equivalence of
all sites in the homogenous reference.
In addition, it turns out that it simplifies the expres-
sions to work with enlarged supermatrices with row (col-
umn) indices given by composite index (L1, L2) for L1, L2
independent angular momentum indices. Understanding
this we can define CPA related supermatrices
D¯α;L1L2;L3L4 := D¯α;L1L3Dα;L4L2 (41)
Dα;L1L2;L3L4 :=Dα;L1L3D¯α;L4L2 (42)
XL1L2;L3L4 :=
∑
α
c¯αXα;L1L3Xα;L4L2 (43)
CL1L2;L3L4(k) :=
1
VBZ
ˆ
dq ∆τ c(q)L1L3∆τ
c(q − k)L4L2
(44)
where the matrix ∆τ c(q) = τ c(q) − τ c00 and τ c(q) is the
Fourier transform of the CPA SPO τ cij . These may be
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thought of as linear operators on the vector space L×L.
They are used to describe the response of tµ and tc matri-
ces. The computation of C(k) is expensive as it requires
a convolution integral of the SPO τ c(k) over the Brillouin
zone.
We can now state a set of coupled equations for Fourier
transformed short-range order parameter Ψ¯αβ(k):
δP
δνγ
(k) :=
∑
σ
(Qσ −Qn)βΨ¯σγ(k) +
∑
σ
c¯σΦ
1
σγ(k) (45)
δt−1µ
δνγ
(k) =
∑
n
UnµΦ
n
µγ(k) + F
1
µM(k)
δP
δνγ
(k) (46)
[I− XC(k)] δt
−1
c
δνγ
(k) =
∑
µ
(Xµ −Xn)βΨ¯µγ(k) +
∑
µ
c¯µD¯µ
δt−1µ
δνγ
(k) (47)
Φmµγ(k) =
∑
n
Amnµ Φ
n
µγ(k) +B
m
µ M(k)
δP
δνγ
(k)− 1
pi
ˆ
d f(− µ) Im
∑
LL′
Fmµ;LL′(DµC(k)
δt−1c
δνγ
(k))LL′ (48)
βΨ¯µγ(k) =βCµγ +
∑
σ
βCµσ
{
1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)ImTr
[
(Xσ −Xn)C(k)δt
−1
c
δνγ
(k)
]
− (Qσ −Qn)M(k) δP
δνγ
(k)
}
. (49)
Here Pi :=
∑
µ c¯iµQiµ describes how charge rearrange-
ments polarize the inhomogenous medium. Charge neu-
trality requires
∑
i Pi = 0. Eq. (45) simply describes the
changing polarization in terms of changing site charges
and concentrations. Eq. (46) describes how tiµ varies
as charge rearrangements influence the on-site potential
Viµ via Eq. (12). The variation of Eq. (12) gives rise to
Eqs. (45)-(46) and is derived in detail in Appendix C. The
coherent medium response δt−1ic is determined in terms of
changing site-scattering matrices δtiµ and their occupan-
cies δc¯iµ. Both of these feed into Eq. (47) and arise from
a variation to Eq. (11). It is derived in Appendix B.
Eq. (48) encodes the charge response δρiµ. The first two
terms give the response from a direct variation of on-
site Viµ. The remaining term gives the response due to
the off-site, average CPA medium. Eq. (48) arises from
a variation to Eq. (10) and is derived in Appendix F.
Lastly, Eq. (49) relates the atomic correlations to the
changing energetics. The first term in braces gives the
band-energy contribution and the second the Madelung
energy. Eq. (49) arises from a variation of Eq. (5) and is
derived in Appendix E. Note that the above equations do
not couple different k vectors. This enables for different
k values to be solved simultaneously.
X. ONSAGER REACTION FIELD
As mentioned in Section VII, the true short-range or-
der parameters obey site-diagonal sum rule Ψiα;iβ = Cαβ .
In addition to this there is a sum rule obeyed by the ex-
act charge response defined in Eq. (34): Φ
(m)
iα;iβ = 0. This
result follows from fully considering
∂ρiα(r)
∂νiβ
=
∂
∂νiβ
〈ρi(r)ξiα〉
〈ξiα〉
=
∂
∂νiβ
1
〈ξiα〉
∑
{ξjµ}
ρi(r)ξiαe
−β(Ωel−
∑
jµ νjµξjµ). (50)
On the other hand the charge response Φ
(m)
iα;jβ inherent
in Eqs. (45)-(49) need not obey this sum rule because of
approximations used.
The Onsager reaction field is a technique that can
re-establish these sum rules in the approximate linear
response.7 Consider first the sum rule for the short-range
order. Using Eq. (27) we can write the short-range order
in the self-consistent fashion
βΨ¯iα;jβ =
[
(βC)−1 − S(2)
]−1
iα;jβ
=
[
(βC) + (βC)S(2)(βC) + · · ·
]
iα;jβ
=
[
(βC) + (βC)S(2)(βΨ¯)
]
iα;jβ
. (51)
In terms of the explicit variations {δc¯iα} and {δνiα};
δc¯iα =
∑′
β
(βC)αβδνiβ +
∑′
γ;kδ
(βC)αγS
(2)
iγ;kδδc¯kδ. (52)
As before, we know the true short-range order obeys
δciα/δνiβ = βCαβ when varying δνiβ and setting δνjγ = 0
otherwise; regardless of the correlations. We see Eq. (52)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Short range order parameters for the
same toy model as described in the caption of Fig. 2. One-
dimensional short-ranged models are a especially difficult case
for mean-field theories. Nevertheless this toy model serve as
a useful illustration of the utility of an Onsager reaction-field
correction. (a) The exact short range order of Eq. (25). From
top to bottom (at large β) curves correspond to on-site, 2nd,
4th, 5th, 3rd, and 1st neighbor respectively. Note that the
small β ordering does not necessarily reflect the large β or-
dering. At large β the system establishes a -A-B-A-B-A-B-A-
B-A-B-A-B- pattern. (b) The variational short range order Ψ¯
of Eq. (26) and Onsager corrected short range order Ψˆ of Sec-
tion X in the small β limit. Note that inclusion of an Onsager
correction suppresses a divergence in Ψ¯ and shows a striking
increase in range of validity.
violates the sum rule in such an instance due to the pres-
ence of the second term. Let us therefore define a self-
reaction field δc
(δνi)
jβ to be the concentration variation at
site j when considering only variations of on-site chem-
ical potentials {δνi1, . . . , δνi(n−1)}. To restore the sum
rule we then consider the ansatz
δcˆiα −
∑′
β
(βC)αβδνiβ =
=
∑′
γ;kδ
(βC)αγS
(2)
iγ;kδ(δcˆkδ − δcˆ(δνi)kδ )
=
∑′
γ;kδ
(βC)αγS
(2)
iγ;kδ(δcˆkδ −
∑′
µ
∂cˆkδ
∂νi
(βC)−1µ δcˆiµ).
(53)
The change in notation δc¯iα → δcˆiα reflects the changed
definition of the concentration variation in terms of site
chemical potentials. The above definition is consistent
with δcˆiα/δνiβ = (βC)αβ when only on-site δνiβ varies
since in this case δcˆiµ = (βC)µβδνiβ and the second term
in Eq. (53) cancels. This restores the on-site sum rule
at all temperatures. By reorganizing Eq. (53) we can
also interpret the effect of the Onsager reaction field as
shifting the pair parameters via
S
(2)
iγ;kδ → S(2)iγ;kδ −
∑′
lν;
S
(2)
iγ;lν(βΨˆlν;i)(βC)
−1
δ δik
=: S
(2)
iγ;kδ − Λγδδik (54)
where we have relabeled indices and naturally defined the
revised short range order βΨˆlδ;i := ∂cˆlδ/∂δνiα. After
taking a lattice Fourier transform of Eq. (53) we find the
site-independent Onsager reaction field
Λγδ =
1
VBZ
ˆ
dk
∑′
ν
S(2)γν (k)Ψˆν(k)C
−1
δ . (55)
We can also consider this result in the context of
Eqs. (45)-(49). In this case the S
(2)
αβ (k) parameters are
not readily identifiable. However the same logic of sub-
tracting a shift Λαβ of the effective pair parameters can
be applied directly to Eq. (49). Thus, we replace Eq. (49)
with
βΨˆµγ(k) = βCµγ +
∑
σ
βCµσ
{
1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)ImTr
[
(Xσ −Xn)C(k)δt
−1
c
δνγ
(k)
]
− (Qσ −Qn)M(k) δP
δνγ
(k)−
∑′
δ
ΛσδΨˆδγ(k)
}
. (56)
Λσδ :=
1
VBZ
ˆ
dk
∑′
γ
{
1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)ImTr
[
(Xσ −Xn)C(k)δt
−1
c
δνγ
(k)
]
− (Qσ −Qn)M(k) δP
δνγ
(k)
}
C−1γδ . (57)
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It is easy to verify the short-range order sum rule is
obeyed by integrating both sides of Eq. (56) over the Bril-
louin zone. Similarly, we can restore the on-site charge
response sum rule by replacing Eq. (48) with
Φˆmµγ(k) =
∑
n
Amnµ Φˆ
n
µγ(k) +B
m
µ M(k)
δP
δνγ
(k)
− 1
pi
ˆ
d f(− µ) Im
∑
LL′
Fmµ;LL′(DµC(k)
δt−1c
δνγ
(k))LL′ −
∑′
σ
ΛmµδΨˆδγ(k) (58)
Λmµδ :=
1
VBZ
ˆ
dk
∑′
γ
{
Bmµ M(k)
δP
δνγ
(k)− 1
pi
ˆ
d f(− µ) Im
∑
LL′
Fmµ;LL′(DµC(k)
δt−1c
δνγ
(k))LL′
}
C−1γδ . (59)
Again, the on-site charge response sum rule can be con-
firmed by applying
´
dk(·)/VBZ to both sides of Eq. (58).
The Onsager reaction field improves the linear response
of Eqs. (45)-(49) by inclusion of reaction fields Λσδ and
Λmσδ (specified by Eq. (57) and Eq. (59) respectively) to
restore on-site sum rules.
XI. BAND-ONLY REDUCTION
Due to the complexity of Eqs. (45)-(49), we present for
the purposes of this paper a major simplification in which
we demand there is no charge transfer and no charge
response. In other words Qα = Qβ and Φ
n
αβ(k) = 0. In
this case Eqs. (45)-(49) reduce to the single
βΨ¯µγ(k) = βCµγ +
∑′
σν
βCµσ
{
1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)ImTr
[
(Xσ −Xn)C(k) [I− XC(k)]−1 (Xν −Xn)
]}
βΨ¯νγ(k).
(60)
By comparison with Eq. (51) we may identify the factor
in braces as S
(2)
σν (k). And by comparison to Eq. (21), we
may identify
S˜
(2)
αβ (k)=
1
pi
ˆ
df(−µ)ImTr
[
XαC(k) [I−XC(k)]−1Xβ
]
.
(61)
Despite freezing the charge, we still include the electronic
response due to band-terms in the total energy. It will
incorporate all band-related mechanisms, e.g. Fermi sur-
face nesting and van Hove singularities. Eq. (60) re-
tains the computationally most demanding piece of the
calculation, which is the convolution integral C(k) and
inversion [I − XC(k)]−1. From Eq. (51) and the rela-
tion
∑
α c¯αXα = 0 derived in Appendix B it is clear∑
α c¯αS˜
(2)
αβ (k) = 0 as used in Section VI. From the form
of Eq. (49) we expect this sum rule to hold in the general
case as well.
XII. BAND-ONLY RESULTS
To solve the KKR-CPA equations we used the Hutsepot
code made available to us by M. Daene.29 We used the
atomic sphere approximation,30 a 20×20×20 Monkhorst-
Pack grid31 for Brillouin zone integrals, lmax=3 for ba-
sis set expansions, and a 24 point semi-circular Gauss-
Legendre grid in the complex plane for integrating over
valence energies. All self-consistent potentials are in the
disordered local moment (DLM) state.6 This simulates
the high-temperature paramagnetic state. Calculations
of the convolution integral C and band-only, multicom-
ponent S
(2)
αβ (k) is based on in-house code. An adaptive
scheme based on nested line integrals and Simpson’s rule
is used for Brillouin zone integrals of Eq. (44). This code
used lmax = 2, 26 energy points along a rectangular con-
tour for energy integration, and fixed T = 300 K for
evaluating S
(2)
αβ (k) at 24 × 24 × 24 k-points. The mul-
ticomponent Onsager field correction uses an internally
developed code. A double Monkhorst-Pack grid scheme
using a high-resolution 96× 96× 96 mesh near the peak
S
(2)
αβ (k) eigenvalue and lower-resolution 24×24×24 mesh
otherwise is used for Brillouin zone integrals of Eq. (55).
The exchange-correlation functional is that of Perdew-
Wang.32
Before proceeding we note that our band-only results
are in fair agreement with a number of past calculations.
These past results have shown favorable comparison to
experiment.7,9 For PdRh on FCC lattice past results find
a concentration wave instability at k=(000) occuring at
Tc= 1850 K (1580 K with Onsager correction).
7 Using
our codes and settings described we find 2300 K (1770
K). For NiZn previous results find instability for k=(100)
at 1925 K (1430 K).9 We find 2140 K (1430 K). Past re-
sults for CuZn find incommensurate vector k=(0,0.15,1)
at 425 K without Onsager correction and commensurate
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Alloy a µ Q1 Q2 Q3 M1 M2 M3
CuAgAu33 7.523 0.551 -0.115 0.036 0.078 0.00 0.00 0.00
NiPdPt34 6.901 0.801 -0.175 0.024 0.151 0.38 0.00 0.00
RhPdAg35 7.722 0.469 0.019 -0.029 0.010 0.00 0.00 0.00
CoNiCu36 6.832 0.634 0.035 -0.023 -0.012 1.49 0.00 0.00
TABLE I. Self-consistent KKR-CPA solutions of representa-
tive equiatomic ternary alloys on an FCC lattice using the
Hutsepot code. Columns are the lattice constant (Bohr), elec-
tronic chemical potential (Ryd), net site charge (e), and site
magnetic moment (µB) ordered by atomic number. Moments
are disordered according to the DLM approximation and thus
reflect a paramagnetic state. References provide the source of
lattice constant data.
V˜αβ(1) Cu Ag Au
Cu 0.998 0.253 -1.244
Ag 0.253 0.007 -0.258
Au -1.244 -0.258 1.495
V˜αβ(2) Cu Ag Au
Cu -0.033 -0.002 0.035
Ag -0.002 0.034 -0.032
Au 0.035 -0.032 -0.003
V˜αβ(1) Ni Pd Pt
Ni 2.054 0.021 -2.062
Pd 0.021 0.013 -0.033
Pt -2.062 -0.033 2.083
V˜αβ(2) Ni Pd Pt
Ni -0.297 -0.032 0.327
Pd -0.032 0.044 -0.013
Pt 0.327 -0.013 -0.312
V˜αβ(1) Rh Pd Ag
Rh -3.123 0.526 2.578
Pd 0.526 0.197 -0.720
Ag 2.578 -0.720 -1.843
V˜αβ(2) Rh Pd Ag
Rh -0.120 0.087 0.032
Pd 0.087 0.017 -0.104
Ag 0.032 -0.104 0.071
V˜αβ(1) Co Ni Cu
Co -0.303 0.171 0.130
Ni 0.171 0.047 -0.217
Cu 0.130 -0.217 0.088
V˜αβ(2) Co Ni Cu
Co 0.110 -0.035 -0.074
Ni -0.035 -0.009 0.044
Cu -0.074 0.044 0.030
TABLE II. Effective pair parameters (mRyd) at R1 = a/
√
2
and R2 = a calculated at T = 300 K. Pair energies are an
order of magnitude reduced in the second shell. Note that
rows and columns sum to approximately zero. In general∑
α c¯αS˜
(2)
αβ = 0.
vector k=(100) at 230 K with Onsager correction.9 We
find instability at k=(0,0.2,1) at 542 K (160 K with On-
sager). Past results for CuNi find k=(000) at 680 K (560
K).9 We find 560 K (445 K). Finally, for ternary alloy
Cu0.50Ni0.25Zn0.25 past results find k=(100) at 1243 K
(985 K).9 We find 1210 K (885 K). We also note that
for the Ising model on SC, BCC, and FCC lattices the
ratio of the mean-field predicted transition TMF to On-
sager predicted transition TOns is precisely known to be
1.516, 1.393, and 1.345 respectively.37 We get 1.53, 1.38,
and 1.33 respectively. Differences are likely due to the
resolution of numerical grids in the solver.
We now present band-only results for CuAgAu,
NiPdPt, RhPdAg, and CoNiCu on an FCC lattice. The
first two alloys respectively are isoelectronic (same group)
and the next two have adjacent atomic numbers (same
period). In all cases we take equiatomic concentrations.
In Table I we present site charges and moments of the
high temperature fully disordered paramagnetic reference
state. There is greater charge-transfer for the isoelec-
tronic alloys. In brief, we find: For CuAgAu the concen-
tration wave instability occurs at k=(100) with Tc=580 K
Alloy T k δF (1) δc¯1 δc¯2 δc¯3
CuAgAu 750 Γ 13.744 -0.535875 0.801443 -0.265568
CuAgAu 750 Γ 45.722 -0.616039 -0.156062 0.772101
CuAgAu 750 X 14.664 -0.517672 0.805656 -0.287984
CuAgAu 750 X 3.202 -0.631413 -0.132610 0.764023
NiPdPt 1100 Γ 21.437 -0.433233 0.8159761 -0.382743
NiPdPt 1100 Γ 69.545 -0.692081 -0.029150 0.721231
NiPdPt 1100 X 21.140 0.440102 -0.815645 0.375543
NiPdPt 1100 X 2.295 0.687733 0.037273 -0.725006
RhPdAg 5000 Γ 101.954 0.310183 -0.809186 0.499003
RhPdAg 5000 Γ 6.128 0.755284 -0.109015 -0.646268
RhPdAg 5000 X 92.652 0.224583 -0.792124 0.567540
RhPdAg 5000 X 118.014 0.785003 -0.198006 -0.586996
CoNiCu 400 Γ 4.324 -0.786458 0.583262 0.203196
CoNiCu 400 Γ 12.331 -0.219431 -0.571377 0.790808
CoNiCu 400 X 2.229 0.465829 0.347820 -0.813649
CoNiCu 400 X 8.523 0.670574 -0.738707 0.068132
TABLE III. Chemical stability matrix eigenvalues (mRyd)
and corresponding polarization vectors at Γ and X for the
same temperatures as in Fig. 5. Low energy fluctuations are
highlighted. Temperatures have been chosen above the mean-
field absolute instability point determined by Ψ¯αβ(k;T ). The
fluctuations presented are finite but the formalism is only
valid in the infinitesimal limit.
(210 K with Onsager correction). For NiPdPt at k=(100)
with 980 K (270 K). For RhPdAg at k=(000) at 4660 K
(3980 K). For CoNiCu at k=(100) at 280 K (210 K).
In Table II we present the effective pair interaction of
Eq. (18) for the first two shells. Onsager corrections to
the pair parameters are presented in Table IV. Negative
pair interactions are considered favorable. The largest
pair interactions are between Cu-Au on neighboring sites
(favorable) as well as Cu-Cu (unfavorable) or Au-Au (un-
favorable). Therefore we can expect that a concentration
wave which places Cu and Au on alternate planes will be
the most favorable excitation. This is clear from Fig. 5(a)
and the highlighted row in Table III. The lowest energy
fluctuation is at wave-vector at k =X and the correspond-
ing chemical polarization favors opposing changes in the
site concentrations of Cu and Au. The components of
the chemical polarization vector are not commensurate
with each other and there is no reason to expect this
to be the case in the limit of infinitesimal fluctuations.
The same polarization mode at the Γ-point results in
a high-energy excitation because it corresponds to for-
mation of unfavorable Cu-Cu and Au-Au clusters. The
second, alternate polarization mode, as seen in Table III,
sets opposing concentration variations of Ag relative to
Cu or Au. The resulting band is nearly flat (c.f. Fig. 5).
From the pair potentials in Table II we see Cu-Ag and
Ag-Au energies nearly cancel and Ag-Ag has low pair
cost. Therefore there is little to no pair energy cost for
redistributing Ag atoms in a system where each site is
equally likely to be occupied by Cu or Au. There is
still, however, an entropy cost to segregating Ag from
Cu and Au atoms. The sister alloy NiPtPd mimics al-
most all these computational trends. We see that when
a few of the pair interactions are dominant, as for CuA-
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Eigenvalues of the chemical stabil-
ity matrix of Eq. (30) along special k directions in the FCC
Brillouin zone (solid curves) for (a) CuAgAu at 750 K, (b)
NiPdPt at 1100 K, (c) RhPdAg at 5000 K, and (d) CoNiCu
at 400 K. The eigenvalues represent the quadratic coefficient
of the energy cost of a concentration wave with wave-vector
k. Dash-dot curves include an Onsager reaction field. The
nature of the eigenvectors is discussed in Section VIII.
gAu, we can sensibly interpret the chemical stabilities
of concentration waves. An isothermal section at 350
◦C of the Co-Ag-Au experimental phase diagram reveals
a miscibility gap along the Cu-Ag border, multiple or-
dered compounds along the Cu-Au border, and another
large miscibility gap along the Ag-Au border.38 While it
is difficult to make a comparison, these appear to be in
qualitative agreement with the sign of the largest pair
potentials in Table II. The binary alloy Ni-Pd is miscible
to as low as -200 ◦C,39 Ni-Pt forms ordered compounds
as high as 620 ◦C,34 and Pd-Pt is miscible until 720 ◦C.40
Again, comparison is difficult, but the formation of or-
dered compounds in Ni-Pt in experiment agrees well with
the large, favorable pair interaction for Ni-Pt in Table II.
However, our temperature scale of Tc = 270 K is de-
pressed from that found for the experimental binary al-
loys. This difference can be attributed to attempting to
compare a ternary to a set of binaries as well as the lack
of inclusion of charge-effects and to DFT error in gen-
eral. Further, our theory is a first-order expansion of the
grand potential as a function of inverse temperature β
(c.f. Eq. (3) and Fig. 4). Thus we expect the best results
for high-temperatures and weakly-correlated systems. In
particular, we expect better comparison to experiment of
the short-range order parameters calculated at high T.
At the moment this data is not available for the systems
considered so far.
In RhPdAg we see from the pair parameters (c.f. Ta-
ble II) a strong favorability to formation of Rh-Rh and
Ag-Ag clusters. Therefore the low-energy fluctuation is
a concentration wave with wave-vector at Γ and a polar-
ization mode that causes the change in site occupancy
of Rh and Ag to be opposite (c.f. Table III). There is
an unusual topology here: Traversing a complete circuit
in k-space along the path depicted in Fig. 5 leads to one
polarization mode transforming into another. Lastly, for
CoNiCu, we see the pair interaction energies in Table II
are suppressed compared to the previous examples and
that no few pairs are dominant. The resulting chemical
stability graph in Fig. 5(d) has a reduced energy scale
and displays more structure than the other cases.
XIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we derived a multicomponent general-
ization of the S(2) theory of binary alloys. In partic-
ular we derived an expression for the change of free-
energy for any fluctuation in site occupancies. Due to
translational invariance of the underlying alloy we exam-
ined these fluctuations in a basis of concentration waves.
This free-energy expression showed the reciprocal con-
nection between the magnitude of short-range order and
the free-energy cost of fluctuations. The same expres-
sion also clearly splits the change in free-energy as due
to a site disorder induced entropy effect and electronic
effects that drive favorable atomic pairing. We also clar-
ified the ambiguities inherent in defining chemical po-
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Λ˜αβ Cu Ag Au
Cu 1.392 0.291 -1.678
Ag 0.291 0.068 -0.357
Au -1.678 -0.357 2.029
Λ˜αβ Ni Pd Pt
Ni 3.212 0.029 -3.232
Pd 0.029 0.005 -0.034
Pt -3.232 -0.034 3.256
Λ˜αβ Rh Pd Ag
Rh 3.286 -0.459 -2.819
Pd -0.459 0.193 0.265
Ag -2.819 0.265 2.546
Λ˜αβ Co Ni Cu
Co 0.314 - 0.092 -0.221
Ni -0.092 0.131 0.038
Cu -0.221 -0.038 0.259
TABLE IV. Onsager reaction field matrix (mRyd) (c.f. Sec-
tion X) using a host-invariant basis (c.f. Section VI) at the
temperatures indicated in Fig. 5.
larizations for multi-component alloys and described one
procedure for defining these in a sensible, host-invariant
manner. We further showed how to map on to an ef-
fective pair interaction model and how this can also be
done in a host-invariant manner. To make these con-
cepts clear we analyzed four representative ternary al-
loys: CuAgAu, NiPdPt, RhPdAg, and CoNiCu in the
band-only approximation. Despite our choice of ternary
alloys, the theory presents no difficulties in being applied
to higher-component alloys.
We are currently developing codes to implement our
linear response theory including all charge-related terms
for the multicomponent case. Our goal is to apply the
generalized S(2) theory to high-entropy alloys in order to
assess their phase stability. For this purpose one of the
authors has written scripts that enable high-throughput
calculation of alloys for different choice of transition met-
als, lattice constant, structure (FCC, BCC, or HCP) and
range of concentrations. We also plan to make more
careful comparisons of the short-range order parameter
for specific high-entropy alloys at high temperatures, the
limit in which our theory becomes increasingly accurate.
This work was supported by the Materials Sciences &
Engineering Division of the Office of Basic Energy Sci-
ences, U.S. Department of Energy.
Appendix A: Lattice Fourier transform
All lattice Fourier transforms are according to the re-
lations
f(k) =
1√
N
∑
i
e−ik·Rifi fi =
1√
N
∑
i
eik·Rif(k)
A(k) =
∑
i
e−ik·RiAi0 Aij =
1
N
∑
k
eik·(Ri−Rj)A(k)
for a system with N Bravais sites and translationally in-
variant Aij . To simplify the derivation and notation we
only consider crystals with single atom per basis through-
out the Appendix. Then i→ i.
Appendix B: Variation of CPA ansatz
Before taking a variation of the CPA Ansatz in
Eq. (11), we put it in a more desirable form using CPA
Xiµ matrices. To see this, first note that by definition
(τ iµ)−1 = ∆iµIi + (τ c)−1
as matrices in site- and angular momentum indices and
where (Ii)kL;lL′ = δkiδliδLL′ is nonzero only in the
(i, L) × (i, L′) subblock. Multiplying on left by τ iµ and
right by τ c and considering the (i, L)× (i, L′) sublock:
τ cii = τ
iµ
ii ∆iµτ
c
ii + τ
iµ
ii .
Substituting Eq. (15) or Eq. (14) finds τ iµii = Diµτ
c
ii =
τ ciiD¯iµ. Plugging either of these relations for τ
iµ in
Eq. (11) gives 1 =
∑
µ c¯iµDiµ. This can be changed to
0 =
∑
µ
c¯iµ(D
−1
iµ − 1)Diµ
=
∑
µ
c¯iµ(τ
c
ii∆iµ)Diµ = τ
c
ii
∑
µ
c¯iµXiµ.
Hence the CPA condition is equivalent to 0 =
∑
µ c¯iµXiµ.
A variation on this CPA condition is
0 = δ(
∑
µ
c¯iµXiµ ) =
∑
µ
(δc¯iµXiµ + c¯iµδXiµ). (B1)
Using Eq. (15) and the relation δM−1 = −M(δM)M ,
δXiµ = δ[∆
−1
iµ + τ
c
ii]
−1 =
D¯iµ(δt
−1
iµ − δt−1ic )Diµ −Xiµδτ ciiXiµ.
We may set Xiµ → Xµ, Diµ → Dµ, etc. because we are
expanding about a homogenous reference medium. By
definition of SPO τ c in Eq. (8), δτ cii =
∑
j τ
c
ijδt
−1
jc τ
c
ji. Its
lattice Fourier transform is the convolution integral
1√
N
∑
i
δτ ciie
−ik·Ri =− 1
N
∑
q
τ c(q)δt−1c (k)τ
c(q − k)
for k, q in the Brillouin zone. Thus in k-space Eq. (B1)
becomes
0 =
∑
µ
(
δc¯µ(k)Xµ + c¯µD¯µ(δt
−1
µ (k)− δt−1c (k))Dµ+
c¯µXµ
{
1
ΩBZ
ˆ
dq τ c(q)δt−1c (k)τ
c(q − k)
}
Xµ
)
.
A simplification can be made using the identity∑
µ
c¯µXµτ
c
00δt
−1
c (k)τ
c
00Xµ =
− δt−1c (k) +
∑
µ
c¯µD¯µδt
−1
c (k)Dµ,
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which takes advantage of
∑
µ c¯µDµ =
∑
µ c¯µD¯µ = 1.
Therefore
0 =
∑
µ
(
δc¯µ(k)Xµ + c¯µD¯µδt
−1
µ (k)Dµ − δt−1c (k)+
c¯µXµ
{
1
ΩBZ
ˆ
dq ∆τ c(q)δt−1c (k)∆τ
c(q − k)
}
Xµ
)
for ∆τ c(q) = τ c(q) − τ c00. This may be interpreted as
a supermatrix equation in the product space of angular
momentum (i.e. L × L) to be solved for δt−1c (k). Using
definitions in Eqs. (41)-(44) we write the compact
[I− XC(k)] δt−1c (k) =
∑
µ
[
Xµδc¯µ(k) + c¯µD¯µδt−1µ (k)
]
.
Dividing by the chemical potential variation δν0γ gives
Eq. (47)
[I− XC(k)] δt
−1
c
δνγ
(k) =
n−1∑
µ=1
(Xµ −Xn)βΨ¯µγ(k) +
∑
µ
c¯µD¯µ
δt−1µ
δνγ
(k).
Appendix C: Variation of potential
First we prove an ancillary relation. We may interpret
Riµ;L(r), Viµ(r), and JL(r) := j`(r)Y`m(r) of Eq. (6)
as diagonal matrices over an infinite-dimensional vector
space with basis elements r ∈ R3. Then Eq. (6) is
Riµ;L = JL +G0ViµJL +G0ViµG0ViµJL + · · ·
= JL +GssiµViµJL, (C1)
where superscript ‘ss’ stands for “single-site”. The vari-
ation of Eq. (C1) is
δRiµ;L
=G0δViµJL +G0δViµG0ViµJL +G0ViµG0δViµJL
+G0δViµG0δViµG0δViµJL + · · ·
= (G0 +G0ViµG0 + · · · )δViµ(JL +G0ViµJL + · · · )
=GssiµδViµRiµ;L (C2)
In this space Eq. (7) is tiµ;LL′ = 〈J ∗L |ViµRiµ;L′〉. Its
variation is
δtiµ;LL′ = 〈J ∗L |δViµRiµ;L′〉+ 〈J ∗L |ViµδRiµ;L′〉
= 〈J ∗L |δViµRiµ;L′〉+ 〈J ∗L |ViµGssiµδViµRiµ;L′〉
= 〈J ∗L + (Gssiµ)†ViµJ ∗L |δViµRiµ;L′〉
= 〈R∗iµ;L|δViµRiµ;L′〉
=
ˆ
drRiµ;L(r)Riµ;L′(r)δViµ(r)
since Gssiµ(r, r
′) is a symmetric in r, r′.26 And therefore
δt−1iµ;LL′ =
−
ˆ
dr
∑
L1L2
t−1iµ;LL1Riµ;L1(r)Riµ;L2(r)δViµ(r)t
−1
iµ;L2L′
= −
ˆ
drZiµ;L(r)Ziµ;L′(r)δViµ(r) (C3)
because Riµ;L =
∑
L′ tiµ;LL′Ziµ;L′ and tiµ;L′L =
tiµ;LL′ .
22,26 This establishes the direct connection be-
tween site potential variation δViµ(r) and the associated
scattering T matrix variation δt−1iµ .
The self-consistent site potentials which ensure the
CPA grand potential in Eq. (17) is variational with re-
spect to each electron density ρiµ(r) is given in Eq. (12).
On varying Eq. (12)
δViµ(r) =
dVxc
dρ
(ρµ(r))δρiµ(r)+
e2
ˆ
Vi
dr′
δρiµ(r
′)
|r − r′| + e
2
∑
j 6=i
ˆ
Vj
dr′
δρj(r
′)− δZ¯jδ(r′)
|r +Ri −Rj − r′| .
Here Vxc(ρ) is a univariate function of of ρ. The explicit
variation of the average charge density is
δρi(r)− δZ¯iδ(r) =∑
µ
δc¯iµ[ρµ(r)− Zµδ(r)] +
∑
µ
c¯µδρiµ(r).
In terms of the basis fn(r) defined in Section IX; we
write
´
dr′δρiµ(r′) = δρ1iµ. Now we make the approxima-
tion that |r+Ri−Rj−r′| → |Ri−Rj |. This is reasonable
for well-separated cells. Performing the
´
Vj
dr′( · ) inte-
gral,
δViµ(r) =
dVxc
dρ
(ρµ(r))δρiµ(r) + e
2
ˆ
Vi
dr′
δρiµ(r
′)
|r − r′|
+ e2
∑
j 6=i
∑
γ(Qγδc¯jγ + c¯γδρ
1
jγ)
|Ri −Rj | . (C4)
where Qγ is defined in Eq. (35). The Fourier transform
of the last term in Eq. (C4) is
M(k)
[
n−1∑
γ=1
(Qγ −Qn)δc¯γ(k) +
n∑
γ=1
c¯γδρ
1
γ(k)
]
=: M(k)δP (k). (C5)
with M(k) defined in Eq. (36). In terms of the basis fn(r)
we can expand δρiµ(r) =
∑
n fn(r)δρ
n
iµ. This allows one
to separate the volume integral in Eq. (C4) from the un-
known δρniµ. The complete variation of the potential in
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k-space is then
δVµ(k; r) =
∑
n
[
dVxc
dρ
(ρµ(r))fn(r)+(ˆ
V0
dr′
e2
|r − r′|fn(r
′)
)]
δρnµ(k) +M(k)δP (k). (C6)
Using definitions in Eqs. (39)-(40) and Eq. (C3),
δt−1µ (k) =
∑
n
Unµ δρ
n
µ(k) + F
1
µM(k)δP (k).
On dividing by δν0γ we derive Eq. (46)
δt−1µ
δνγ
(k) =
∑
n
UnµΦ
n
µγ(k) + F
1
µM(k)
δP
δνγ
(k).
And from the definition of δP (k) in Eq. (C5) we get
Eq. (45)
δP
δνγ
(k) =
n−1∑
σ=1
(Qσ −Qn)βΨ¯σγ(k) +
∑
σ
c¯σΦ
1
σγ(k).
Appendix D: Variation of grand potential
Within the CPA approximation the electronic grand
potential is given by Eq. (17) as carefully derived by
Johnson et al.25 Nc() is the Lloyd formula in Eq. (16).
Consider the change of the grand potential as concentra-
tions {c¯iµ} are varied relative to the nth (or host) species.
This is
δΩelec.
δc¯iµ
∣∣∣∣
c¯jγ 6=c¯iµ
=
∂Ωelec.
∂c¯iµ
∣∣∣∣
c¯jγ 6=c¯iµ, ρjγ
+
∑
jγ
ˆ
Vj
dr
∂Ωelec.
∂ρjγ(r)
∣∣∣∣
c¯kν , ρkν 6=ρjγ
∂ρjγ(r)
∂c¯iµ
∣∣∣∣
c¯kν 6=c¯iµ
.
As discussed by Johnson et al.25, ∂Ωelec./∂ρiµ(r)|c¯jν = 0
when site potentials Viµ(r) are defined as in Eq. (12).
This is one of the key variational properties of the elec-
tronic grand potential. Therefore we only need take the
explicit partial:
δΩelec.
δc¯iµ
=
(
δΩ
δc¯iµ
)
kin.
+
(
δΩ
δc¯iµ
)
intra.
+
(
δΩ
δc¯iµ
)
inter.
(
δΩ
δc¯iµ
)
kin.
=
+
1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ) Im [ log ||D¯−1iµ || − log ||D¯−1in || ]
− 1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ) Im [ log ||αiµt−1iµ || − log ||αint−1in || ]
−
ˆ
Vi
dr [ ρiµ(r)Viµ(r)− ρin(r)Vin(r) ]
(
δΩ
δc¯iµ
)
intra.
=
e2
2
ˆ
Vi
dr
ˆ
Vi
dr′
1
|r − r′|×{
ρiµ(r
′) [ρiµ(r)− 2Zµδ(r)]− ρin(r′) [ρin(r)− 2Znδ(r)]
}
+
ˆ
Vi
dr [ ρiµ(r)xc(ρiµ(r))− ρin(r)xc(ρin(r)) ]
(
δΩ
δc¯iµ
)
inter.
=
e2
∑
j 6=i
ˆ
Vi
dr
ˆ
Vj
dr′
1
|r +Ri −Rj − r′| ×
[ρiµ(r)− ρin(r)− (Zµ − Zn)δ(r)]
[
ρ¯j(r
′)− Z¯jδ(r′)
]
for site average electron density ρ¯j(r) =
∑
γ c¯jγρjγ(r)
and atomic number Z¯j =
∑
γ c¯jγZγ .
Now consider the variation of δΩ/δc¯iµ itself. We also
consider this in three pieces:
δ
(
δΩ
δc¯iµ
)
= TMS + TSS + TQ. (D1)
TMS includes any terms containing Diµ; TSS any terms
including αiµ or tiµ; and TQ any remaining terms.
We have
TMS =
− 1
pi
ˆ
d
∂f
∂
(− µ)Im [ log ||D¯−1iµ || − log ||D¯−1in || ] δµ
+
1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)Im [Tr{D¯iµδD¯−1iµ − D¯inδD¯−1in }] .
(D2)
To evaluate this we need Tr(D¯iµδD¯
−1
iµ ). This is
Tr(D¯iµδD¯
−1
iµ ) = Tr(D¯iµ[δ∆iµτ
c
ii −∆iµ
∑
j
τ cijδt
−1
jc τ
c
ji] ).
(D3)
Consider the on-site i = j terms separately. These are
Tr(D¯iµ(δt
−1
iµ − δt−1ic )τ cii − D¯iµ∆iµτ ciiδt−1ic τ cii) =
= Tr[D¯iµδt
−1
iµ τ
c
ii]− Tr[D¯iµ(1 + ∆iµτ cii)δt−1ic τ cii]
= Tr[D¯iµδt
−1
iµ τ
c
ii]− Tr[δt−1ic τ cii].
The second term is independent of µ and therefore
cancels with the corresponding term from the host in
Eq. (D2). While
Tr[D¯iµδt
−1
iµ τ
c
ii] = Tr[δt
−1
iµ τ
c
iiD¯iµ] = Tr[δt
−1
iµ Diµτ
c
ii]
= −
∑
L1L2
ˆ
drZiµ;L1(r)Ziµ;L2(r)(τ
iµ
ii )L2L1δViµ(r)
(D4)
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using Eq. (C3) and τ iµii = Diµτ
c
ii proved in Appendix C.
Eq. (D4) can be recognized as a major subexpression
in the charge-density ρiµ(r) expressed using Eq. (9) and
Eq. (10). Now consider the off-site i 6= j terms in
Eq. (D3), including subtraction for host in Eq. (D2). This
is
− Tr[(D¯iµ∆iµ − D¯in∆in)
∑
j 6=i
τ cijδt
−1
jc τ
c
ji ] =
− Tr[(Xiµ −Xin)
∑
j 6=i
τ cijδt
−1
jc τ
c
ji ].
Prior literature7 expresses this as
D¯iµ∆iµ − D¯in∆in =− (D¯iµ − D¯in)(τ cii)−1.
Altogether Eq. (D2) becomes
TMS =
− 1
pi
ˆ
d
∂f
∂
(− µ)Im [ log ||D¯−1iµ || − log ||D¯−1in || ] δµ
− 1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)
{
ImTr[ (Xiµ −Xin)
∑
j 6=i
τijδt
−1
jc τji ]
+ Im
∑
LL′
ˆ
drZiµ;L(r)Ziµ;L′(r)(τ
iµ
ii )LL′δViµ(r)
− Im
∑
LL′
ˆ
drZin;L(r)Zin;L′(r)(τ
in
ii )LL′δVin(r)
}
.
(D5)
The TSS piece in Eq. (D1) is
TSS =
1
pi
ˆ
d
∂f
∂
(− µ)×
Im
[
log ||αiµt−1iµ || − log ||αint−1in ||
]
δµ
− 1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)Im [Tr{α−1iµ δαiµ − α−1in δαin}]
− 1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)Im [Tr{tiµδt−1iµ − tinδt−1in }] . (D6)
Before continuing, we establish basic relations of the αiµ
matrix. An alternative definition26 is
αiµ;LL′ = δLL′ +
ˆ
drHL(r)Viµ(r)Riµ;L′(r) (D7)
forH(E; r)L = −i
√
Eh`(
√
Er)Y`m(r) and spherical Han-
kel of the first kind h`(r). Also let Hiµ;L(E; r) be the
solution of (−∇2 + Viµ(r))ψ = Eψ with boundary con-
dition Hiµ;L(r) = HL(r) for r /∈ Vi. As in Appendix C,
we may view Riµ(r), HL(r), and Hiµ;L(r) as diagonal
matrices over an infinite-dimensional vector space with
basis elements r ∈ R3. In this space,
Hiµ;L =
∑
L′
α−1iµ;LL′(HL′ +GssiµViµHL′), (D8)
as proved by Zeller.26 Therefore, using Eq. (D7),
Eq. (C2), and Eq. (D8);
δαiµ;LL′ = 〈H∗L|δViµRiµ;L′〉+ 〈H∗L|ViµδRiµ;L′〉
= 〈H∗L|δViµRiµ;L′〉+ 〈H∗L|ViµGssiµδViµRiµ;L′〉
= 〈H∗L + (Gssiµ)†ViµH∗L|δViµRiµ;L′〉
=
∑
L′′
〈α∗iµ;LL′′H∗iµ;L′′ |δViµRiµ;L′〉
=
∑
L′′
αiµ;LL′′
ˆ
drHiµ;L′′(r)Riµ;L′(r)δViµ(r).
(D9)
This gives a major term in Eq. (D6);
Tr{α−1iµ δαiµ} =
∑
L
ˆ
drHiµ;L(r)Riµ;L(r)δViµ(r).
(D10)
But this contains a well-known expression for single-
site Green function Gssiµ(r, r) =
∑
LHiµ;L(r)Riµ;L(r); as
shown in Appendix A of Zeller.26 On the other hand,
using Eq. (9) with τ ssiµ := tiµ;
Gssiµ(r, r) =
∑
LL′
Ziµ;L(r)tiµ;LL′Ziµ;L′(r)
−
∑
L
Ziµ;L(r)Jiµ;L(r). (D11)
The other major term in Eq. (D6) is
Tr{tiµδt−1iµ } =
−
ˆ
dr
∑
LL′
tiµ;LL′Ziµ;L′(r)Ziµ;L(r)δViµ(r) (D12)
by Eq. (C3). Inserting Eqs. (D10)-(D12) into Eq. (D6);
TSS =
1
pi
ˆ
d
∂f
∂
(− µ)×
Im
[
log ||αiµt−1iµ || − log ||αint−1in ||
]
δµ
+
1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)Im
ˆ
dr δViµ(r)×∑
L
[Ziµ;L(r)Jiµ;L(r)− Zin;L(r)Jin;L(r)]. (D13)
On combining Eq. (D5) and Eq. (D13) and identify-
ing the expression for charge density from Eq. (9) and
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Eq. (10);
TMS + TSS =
− 1
pi
ˆ
d
∂f
∂
(− µ)Im [ log ||D¯−1iµ || − log ||D¯−1in || ] δµ
− 1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)
{
ImTr[ (Xiµ −Xin)
∑
j 6=i
τijδt
−1
jc τji ]
+
1
pi
ˆ
d
∂f
∂
(− µ)×
Im
[
log ||αiµt−1iµ || − log ||αint−1in ||
]
δµ
+
ˆ
dr[ρiµ(r)δViµ(r)− ρin(r)δVin(r)]. (D14)
The variation of the charge term TQ in Eq. (D1) is
straightforward:
TQ =
−
ˆ
Vi
dr
[
δρiµ(r)Viµ(r) + ρiµδViµ(r)
− ρin(r)δVin(r)− δρin(r)Vin(r)
]
+
ˆ
Vi
dr
[
δρiµ(r)xc(ρiµ(r)) + ρiµ(r)
δxc
δρ
(ρiµ(r))δρiµ(r)
]
−
ˆ
Vi
dr
[
δρin(r)xc(ρin(r)) + ρin(r)
δxc
δρ
(ρin(r))δρin(r)
]
+
ˆ
Vi
dr
ˆ
Vi
dr′
e2
|r − r′| [(ρiµ(r)− Zµδ(r))δρiµ(r
′)]
−
ˆ
Vi
dr
ˆ
Vi
dr′
e2
|r − r′| [(ρin(r)− Znδ(r))δρin(r
′)]
+
∑
j 6=i
ˆ
Vi
dr
ˆ
Vj
dr′
e2
|r +Ri −Rj − r′|×{
[δρiµ(r)− δρin(r)][(ρ¯j(r′)− Z¯jδ(r′)]
}
+
∑
j 6=i
ˆ
Vi
dr
ˆ
Vj
dr′
e2
|r +Ri −Rj − r′|×{
[ρiµ(r)− ρin(r)− (Zµ − Zn)δ(r)]×
[δρ¯j(r
′)− δZ¯jδ(r′)]
}
.
Most of these terms can be identified as the self-
consistent CPA potential given in Eq. (12). A major
cancellation then results in
TQ =−
ˆ
Vi
dr [ρiµδViµ(r)− ρin(r)δVin(r)]
+
∑
j 6=i
ˆ
Vi
dr
ˆ
Vj
dr′
e2
|r +Ri −Rj − r′|×
[ρiµ(r)− ρin(r)− (Zµ − Zn)δ(r)][δρ¯j(r′)− δZ¯jδ(r′)].
(D15)
Adding Eq. (D14) and Eq. (D15) resolves Eq. (D1) as
δ
(
∂Ωelec.
∂ciµ
)
=
− 1
pi
ˆ
d
∂f
∂
(− µ)Im [ log ||D¯−1µ || − log ||D¯−1n || ] δµ
+
1
pi
ˆ
d
∂f
∂
(− µ)×
Im
[
log ||αµt−1µ || − log ||αnt−1n ||
]
δµ
− 1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)ImTr
 (Xµ −Xn)∑
j 6=i
τijδt
−1
jc τji

+
∑
j 6=i
ˆ
Vi
dr
ˆ
Vj
dr′
e2
|r +Ri −Rj − r′|×{
[ρµ(r)− ρn(r)− (Zµ − Zn)δ(r)][δρ¯j(r′)− δZ¯jδ(r′)]
}
.
We have at this stage dropped unnecessary site indices i.
We now wish to Fourier transform. As usual, we make the
approximation |r+Ri−Rj− r′| → |Ri−Rj |. The trans-
form of the first and second term vanishes if we restrict
ourselves to finite k. The transform of the fourth term is
given by Eq. (C5). Using the definitions in Eq. (C5) and
Eq. (44);
1√
N
∑
i
e−k·Riδ
(
∂Ωelec.
∂ciµ
)
=
− 1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)ImTr [ (Xµ −Xn)C(k)δt−1c (k)]
+ (Qµ −Qn)M(k)δP (k).
Dividing by chemical potential change δν0γ gives
1
δνγ
∑
i
e−k·Riδ
(
∂Ωelec.
∂ciµ
)
=
− 1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)ImTr
[
(Xµ −Xn)C(k)δt
−1
c
δνγ
(k)
]
+ (Qµ −Qn)M(k) δP
δνγ
(k). (D16)
Appendix E: Variation of site concentrations
The optimal variational parameters {c¯iµ} are fixed by
Eq. (5). The variation of the first term about the ho-
mogenous reference is
δ
(
β−1 log
c¯iµ
c¯in
)
=
β−1
n−1∑
γ=1
(
δµγ
c¯µ
+
1
c¯n
)
δc¯iγ =
n−1∑
γ=1
β−1C−1µγ δc¯iγ
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for Cµγ defined in Eq. (28). The variation of Eq. (5) is
therefore
0 =
n−1∑
γ=1
β−1C−1µγ δc¯iγ − δνiµ + δ
(
∂〈Ωelec.〉0
∂ciµ
)
.
On dividing by δν0σ and Fourier transforming, one gets
0 =
n−1∑
γ=1
C−1µγ Ψ¯γσ(k)− δµσ
+
1
δνσ
∑
i
e−k·Riδ
(
∂〈Ωelec.〉0
∂ciµ
)
.
Substituting Eq. (D16) on the variation of the grand po-
tential we have
n−1∑
γ=1
C−1µγ Ψ¯γσ(k) =
δµσ +
1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)ImTr
[
(Xµ −Xn)C(k)δt
−1
c
δνσ
(k)
]
− (Qµ −Qn)M(k) δP
δνσ
(k).
Multiplying through by βC gives Eq. (49)
βΨ¯µγ(k) = βCµγ +
n−1∑
σ=1
βCµσ
{
1
pi
ˆ
df(− µ)ImTr
[
(Xσ −Xn)C(k)δt
−1
c
δνγ
(k)
]
− (Qσ −Qn)M(k) δP
δνγ
(k)
}
.
Appendix F: Variation of charge density
The site electron density ρiµ(r) is given by Eq. (10)
with G = Giµ(; r, r
′) the site impurity Green function.
The variation may be decomposed into three contribu-
tions:
δρiµ(r) = δρiµ(r)
∣∣∣∣
δViµ(r)
+ δρiµ(r)
∣∣∣∣
δtjc
+ δρiµ(r)
∣∣∣∣
δµ
.
(F1)
These may be expressed using Eq. (10) as
δρiµ(r)
∣∣∣∣
δViµ(r)
=− 1
pi
ˆ
d f(− µ) Im δGiµ(; r, r)
∣∣∣∣
δViµ(r)
δρiµ(r)
∣∣∣∣
δtjc
=− 1
pi
ˆ
d f(− µ)×
Im
∑
LL′
[
Zµ;L(r)δ(Diµτ
c
ii)LL′
∣∣∣∣
δtjc
Zµ;L′(r)
]
δρiµ(r)
∣∣∣∣
δµ
=
1
pi
ˆ
d
∂f
∂
(− µ) Im Gµ(; r, r)δµ
where we use Ziµ → Zµ, etc. when expanding about
a homogenuous medium. We know by the Born series
expansion of the impurity Green function
Giµ = G0 +G0(Viµ + δViµ)G0+
G0(Viµ + δViµ)G0(Viµ + δViµ)G0 + · · ·
for Viµ the full potential for CPA medium with embedded
impurity µ at the ith site. And therefore
δGiµ = (G0 +G0ViµG0 + · · · )δViµ×
(G0 +G0ViµG0 + · · · ) = GiµδViµGiµ. (F2)
Using Eq. (F2); the first term in Eq. (F1) is
δρiµ(r)
∣∣∣∣
δViµ(r)
= − 1
pi
ˆ
d f(− µ)×
Im
ˆ
Vi
dr′Gµ(; r, r′)δViµ(r′)Gµ(; r′, r).
Taking the Fourier transform and substituting Eq. (C6);
δρµ(k; r)
∣∣∣∣
δVµ(k;r)
=
− 1
pi
ˆ
d f(− µ) Im
ˆ
V0
dr′Gµ(; r, r′)×{∑
n
[
dVxc
dρ
(ρµ(r
′))fn(r′) +
(ˆ
V0
dr′′
e2
|r′ − r′′|fn(r
′′)
)]
× δρnµ(k) +M(k)δP (k)
}
Gµ(; r
′, r).
Integrating both sides by
´
dr fm(r)( · );
δρmµ (k)
∣∣∣∣
δVµ(k;r)
=
∑
n
Amnµ δρ
n
µ(k) +B
m
µ M(k)δP (k)
(F3)
using definitions in Eqs. (37)-(38). Now we focus on the
second term of Eq. (F1). This requires
δ(Diµτ
c
ii)
∣∣∣∣
δtjc
=
−Diµ(−
∑
j
τ cijδt
−1
jc τ
c
ji∆iµ − τ ciiδt−1ic )Diµτ cii
−Diµ
∑
j
τ cijδt
−1
jc τ
c
ji. (F4)
The i = j terms in Eq. (F4) vanish;
−Diµ(−τ ciiδt−1ic τ cii∆iµ − τ ciiδt−1ic )Diµτ cii
−Diµτ ciiδt−1ic τ cii = 0.
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While the remaining terms i 6= j in Eq. (F4) are
δ(Diµτ
c
ii)
∣∣∣∣
δtjc
=
Diµ
∑
j 6=i
τ cijδt
−1
jc τ
c
ji∆iµDiµτ
c
ii −Diµ
∑
j 6=i
τ cijδt
−1
jc τ
c
ji
= −Diµ
∑
j 6=i
τ cijδt
−1
jc τ
c
jiD¯iµ.
using Eqs. (14)-(15). Therefore we have lattice Fourier
transform
δρµ(k; r)
∣∣∣∣
δtc(k)
= − 1
pi
ˆ
d f(− µ)×
Im
∑
LL′
[
Zµ;L(r)(−DµC(k)δt−1c (k))LL′Zµ;L′(r)
]
.
The Fourier transform of δρiµ(r)
∣∣∣∣
δµ
vanishes for finite k.
On integrating both sides by
´
dr fm(r)( · );
δρmµ (k)
∣∣∣∣
δtc(k)
=
− 1
pi
ˆ
d f(− µ) Im
∑
LL′
Fmµ;LL′(DµC(k)δt−1c (k))LL′ .
(F5)
Therefore, combining Eq. (F3) and Eq. (F5);
δρmµ (k) =
∑
n
Amnµ δρ
n
µ(k) +B
m
µ M(k)δP (k)
− 1
pi
ˆ
d f(− µ) Im
∑
LL′
Fmµ;LL′(DµC(k)δt−1c (k))LL′ .
Dividing by δν0γ gives Eq. (48)
Φmµν(k) =
∑
n
Amnµ Φ
n
µν(k) +B
m
µ M(k)
δP
δνγ
(k)
− 1
pi
ˆ
d f(− µ) Im
∑
LL′
Fmµ;LL′(DµC(k)
δt−1c
δνγ
(k))LL′ .
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